Search Goes On In This Formidable Stretch Of Mountains

Somewhere in this rear of tortuous trails and tricky rock formations three Tucum Girl Scouts have been lost since Saturday night. A search for the trio, in the snow-covered ranges of the Santa Rita mountains, has centered on 9,464-foot Mt. Baldy, indicated by Figure 1. The boys were last seen in Josephine Saddle, just to the left of the black arrow, by three companions who turned back down the hiking trail and eventually made their way to the Santa Rita Lodge, in center of the circle. Figure 2 shows Mt. Hopkins, the second highest peak in the Santa Ritas, Ml. Hopkins' highest elevation is 8,800. (Aerial Photograph by Jack Shaefler)

Horsemanship Return From Mountain Top

Three members of the Pinal County Sheriff's Posse and a forest ranger are shown as they returned to the Santa Rita Lodge after reaching the cedars near the top of Mt. Baldy without finding any sign of the three missing Boy Scouts. The men are, left to right, forest ranger B. R. Anderson and Emmett Rankin, Cliff Porter and Tom Rankin, members of the posse. (Jack Shaefler photo)

Fathers Await Word Of Missing Sons

Fathers of two of the boys lost in Mount Cesaronconn committed suicide as they waited for word on the search at the Santa Rita Lodge. John E. L. House, left, is the father of Mike Early, 16, and Bruce E. L. House, right, is the father of Michael L. House, 13. (Jack Shaefler photo)

Rescuers Fear For Lives Of 3 Lost Scouts

Massive Search Launched In Santa Ritas For Trio Missing Since Saturday Night
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...all members of his party, not to crook the tail at the time of the event. They went anyway, however. They were due to the end of the Los Angeles Corral, early Monday morning. His plan was to return Sunday morning to take part in the Sunday morning event.